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September 25 2020 is the day when I was embarrassed me in social media. I decided to contact them batch by batch to conduct a get together party or reunion, wherein I will treat them in a prestigious resort or eat together with other faculty members. Every job seeker needs to complete their requirements including their credentials and eligibility so that they have a good impression to the senior supervisor and highly regarded personnel. I just realize before the Department of Education hired me as a regular employee, I should accomplish all my papers in my other previous employer. It’s nice to hear if our students remember us; they will greet, chat, and scold us in the middle of the street because they left a beautiful service record in the school. It’s our pleasure because they still remember us, and to feel that we are very important to them because of the memories that you spent together.

We take an oath to the PROFESSIONAL REGULATIONS COMMISSION (PRC) that we need to perform our matrimony to our native land and to the Philippine Constitution including our duties. The aspiration to serve the nation is my inspiration or motivation to continue my dreams in life and that is to become a successful teacher someday. I will render my professional licensed, virtue the holy bible that all of my statements below are firm and strongly secure of credible evidences. As of my further investigation, there are some public schools teachers that will be include in my research study because they disobey the body of laws.

O Blessed us oh Lord! Halleluiah Please guide me up to the last part of my grievance procedure. The presence of our Lord Almighty is enough to cite the ridiculous situation happened last year. It was a night mare. Some of my students feel ashamed
about the said cybercrime case. These particular matters greatly affect my job application most especially in my ranking status in DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (DEPED). Perhaps my dignity and image were destroyed. I have the rights to present the substantiate evidences and file a case against those persons who disgrace my profession and stature.

In my last 4 ½ years of teaching, I value the most the learning experiences that I’ve learned in my previous job. I’m very emotional and at the same time dismayed because they do not recognize and respect me. I just pass by those particular instances in my life. Actually, my intentions are very sincere. I inform them that I really want to clean up the mess that was left behind in the past decade. It’s better to recollect or reminisce and not contaminate my immoral acts. I think these kinds of theme or concern is rampant nowadays. Because of technological innovations, learners are prawn to sexual harassment, scenarios that show violence and abuse and online gaming that causes addiction, drop-outs and cutting classes. As per stated in our presidential decree it is considered as a crime and falls under statutory rights. For the mean time, we can easily handle these cases through symposium or parent teachers meeting. With regards to the philosophy and needs of the society because “Education is accessible to all “, we sort out the damages to school premises through the use of guidance program to resolve that particular issue. Always remember the confidentiality of it. As I’ve said a while ago that we can avoid those problems, if we keep on integrating the moral values or values formation of our lesson. Aside from that presiding guidance officers can help us to solve the case through counseling, test and replacement.
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